We believe that the above mentioned assumption is superfluous. To support this belief it might be of interest to state that Theorems 1.1 & 3.1 of [2] were first proved under this assumption and later generalized.
The main results are in Section 2.
In order to make the formulation of the theorems shorter and more clear let us generalize general polynomial condition considered in [2] .
Let (X,Y) be a pair of standardized IL 2 random variables. Let p=EXY. Finally let g:IRx->)R be Borel measurable function and let us denote: 
Of (X, Y) . If E (DI R) =E (X | R) a.s. , E (D I R) =E (Y I R) a.s. E(D

Proofs of the results and auxiliary lemmas
The proofs of the results presented in section 2 are based on the following technical lemmas. First two of these lemmas are concerned with the change of variables (X,Y) >(R,$) defined by Y=Rcosi, (X-pY) p ) = Rsini and finding the distribution of (R,t) given the the expansion of the distribution of (X,Y) in the form of the series (1) . The distribution of (R,*) will be expanded in the series of Laguerre polynomials (R) a e INu{0} and sin(n<p) and cos(nfp) ns 0. The proofs of these lemmas and of the others are highly technical, hence will be presented in the Appendix. In this section we will only present the lemmas and the proofs of our results.
Before we will present these lemmas let us recall the definition of Laguerre polynomials:
'. We have:
For any a,i3,7,6 such that a/3rS<0 |a| = |S|, l(3| = lrl, a 2 +0 2 =l we have:
(iii) Let us denote D n m (r,fp) :=H n (rcos(p)H m (rsinp) . We have:
where (3) pn,m (r) = (-1) F n,m r n+m-2i L (n+m-2i) ( r 2 / 2 )
and F?' m are real numbers given by:
(i) Characteristic function of <p ,,(t,s) of (X,Y) has the *» y following form : 
Lemma 4. Suppose that (X,Y) satisfy (A) or (A*) and at the same time we have both (X,Y)eX-GPRN and (X,Y)eY-GPRN. Let (P x Y (t,s) denote characteristic function of (X,Y), then: (i) ,p Xfy (s,t)=q(s f t)^ (-l) n (ts)
Proof. First notice that under (A) we have:
Thus %=f/}/p is a tempered distribution (Thm.8. Multiplying both sides of the above eguality by y/p^ we get (1). We argue similarly when assuming (A*).
• Remark 1. Assumptions (A) and (A*) are rather complicated. We will give thus an example of joint distribution that satisfy (A) and (A*).
Namely since |H n (x)Isconst v^i!exp(x 2 /4) (Sasone [8] Now we use Lemma 1 and change variables from s to s-i to get our assertion.
•
